2 Winning Greyhound systems

The Greyhound Profit system
The Greyhound Form System (In 15 months out of 1760 selections 1250 won from evs to 8/1)

1) The Greyhound Profit System
Operate this method; a copy of the Racing Post will be needed. You can view a copy on the internet at: www.racingpost.co.uk and go to the greyhound section. Look at the racecards for each of the 4 morning and afternoon BAGS cards, plus the two meetings immediately after the end of the afternoon BAGS, these normally start at 6.28pm and 6.39pm. These are now the races we concentrate on. Under each of the races throughout the whole days cards the Racing Post’s Greyhound Tipster selects that he thinks will finish in that order. We are only interested in which Greyhound he tips to win the race, his first selection from the 3 Greyhounds listed. Going through the card each day you will soon be able to get your selection or selections marked off in a matter of minutes. To find the selections, the Greyhound tipped must be the 2nd favourite in the betting forecast, and also qualify on at least TWO out of the following three rules. If it qualifies on all three rules, then it is a Nap bet and worth a little extra.

1. The forecast favourite must be 2/1 or over.
2. It must be the fastest dog on its last run. (Normally the Greyhounds last five runs are listed, you require the most recent as the sample below)
3. It must have finished first or second last time out and in the last 14 days.

As per the

| Date       | Ref | Distance | Place | Name         | Form | Margin | Place | Time  | Race 
|------------|-----|----------|-------|--------------|------|--------|-------|-------|------
| 29Nov 470m | [2] | 4 4.46   | 4th 6 | Queen Tanga, Crd1 | 28.73 | 30  4/1 | A4  | 28.91 |
| 16Nov 470m | [2] | 4 4.38   | 5th 11| Gin Pit Jig, Bmp&Fcd-Ck1 | 28.66 | +10 4/1 | A4  | 29.64 |
| 9Nov 470m  | [1] | 2-1      | 1st 3 | Delwood Black, Mid-Rls,SnLd | 28.86 | -20  T2 | 28.66 |
| 2Nov 260m  | [2] | 2-1      | 1st 1¼ Droopys Sneaky, Ldf, | Mid 15.69 | +10  T2 | 15.79 |
| 26Oct 260m | [1] | 2-1      | 1st 4½ Star Weekly, Rls,Ldf 15.60 | N T2 | 15.60 |
sample below.
23Nov 470m [1] 4.37 1554 5th 5½ White Fire, Fcd-Ck1&CrdBd 28.67 +10 5/2 F A4 29.23
13Nov 470m [3] 4.32 1112 3rd 1¾ Fahy Heartache, QA w,Ld-3 28.72 N 4/1 A5 28.86
2Nov 470m [1] 4.42 1122 2nd 6½ Smudgers Pride, CrdRnUp,Ld-1/2 28.48 +20 T3 29.20

This system has stood the test of time and still makes substantial profits day after
day throughout the BAGS cards.

SYSTEM2
GREYHOUND FORM SYSTEM
From April 2006 until 31st July 2007 the system generated 1786 selections which
produced
over 1250 winners with prices ranging from Evens to 8/1.
The system works from 4 easy to follow rules which under no circumstances should
be altered in any way. If a Greyhound does not meet all the criteria then you will find it
best to leave as in the long term profits can severely suffer.
1. From the days cards note down all the Greyhounds with the following last two
form figures, excluding trials: 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32. These are the positions
that the Greyhounds finished in their last two races.
2. From those Greyhounds that you have selected delete any that have been moved up a grade since their very last run. If their last run was in an A6 and they
are now running in an A5 and so on.
3. From those Greyhounds that you have left as possible selections check the following with the Sporting Life online Greyhound section:
   www.sportinglife.com
The race card prints just one time per dog as in the example below, any selections
that you have left must not be one of the two fastest in the race. So in the example
below, trap one has the last form figures of 22 (remember that in the Sporting Life
the last two form figures are on the left, not the right like other publications.) It is still
running in an A5 race and Trap 6 (30.45) and Trap 2 (30.57) have quicker times
than Trap 1 (30.62). So far Trap 1 is still a selection.

12.13 1st £119, 2nd £34, Others £30 Race Total £273 A5 515m

22113 Pennys Jackal wbk
W R Wrighting 30.62 Daves Mentor - Pennys Model
Miss T K Stevenson d

41225 Autumnal
Rebel bd
C E Barwick 30.57 Pacific Mile - Shaban Lily
Miss K C Barwick, mr P B Evans d

53362 Jessisbest bk
R J Towner 30.86 Coonlough Chief - Iona Kit
Mr D J Bryant, mr D L Larby, mr S Lemon b Suppressed

35116 Droopys wbk D D Knight 30.78 Droopys Scholes - Droopys Sal
Santini
Mrs L Earthey, mrs J Elms, mrs J A Richardson d

46112 Canadian Kitty be
A E Gardiner 30.64 Droopys Hewitt - Fast Lark
Mrs S Beck b 01 Ja. 07

43352 Monkspath
Meril wb
A M Lucas 30.45 Iceman Yank - Joes Baby
Mr L Burbord, mrs P Burbord b Unknown

4. Delete any Bitchies where their seasons have been suppressed. This can also be
found in the Sporting Life racecard. Look at Trap 3 it states that it is a Bitch by the b
under the time we were looking at in rule 3, and to the right of that is the word
suppressed. All dogs that are still in after rule 3 automatically qualify as a selection.